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About This Game

Buckle up, check your mirrors and hit the gas in this zombie-infested post-apocalyptic mayhem!

The end is nigh and the dead have risen so select your four-wheeled weapon of choice and kill as many zombies as you can!

Upgrade your zombie-bashing engines of destruction, go on a supply run, patrol different areas, find collectable items and save
people from imminent zombie infection to earn Coins!

Survive this crazy chaos by unlocking new cars and upgrading them out to full strength.

Race through the different destructible zones and smash everything in your path with your trusty metal ally in this war on the
walking dead.

This game is a casual 3D driving game in a post-apocalyptic mayhem world, so if you're looking for something simple
and one of those fun driving games to keep you occupied for hours, this is it!

Dead Hand Drive features :

Immersive zones each with hours of zombie-crushing fun 
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Swarms of blood-thirsty zombies 

Challenging missions to earn valuable coins 

Multiple weapons to help you destroy everything in your path 

Tons of vehicles with unique properties 

Finger-licking tasty graphics 

Skin-crawling creepy atmosphere 

Blood-curdling rockin’ soundtrack

Warning: You must own a driving licence to kill before playing this game as without it, you may be quite doomed in this
post apocalyptic world!
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Title: Dead Hand Drive
Genre: Action, Casual, Racing
Developer:
Steampunk Wizards
Publisher:
Steampunk Wizards
Release Date: 21 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.6ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Mobility Radeon 4200

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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It's unstable and crashes randomly too much. love this game wish it was not only ported HD remastered to pc. Overall: Enjoyed
the game.

Great tower defense game with a role reversal element to regular tower defense games. Despite the blatant art style ripoff of
kingdom rush, it's also one of the reasons why I first put the game on my wishlist. The art is REALLY well done! Super cute
and pleasing to the eye.

Pros:
+ Cute art style
+ Fun game mechanics
+ Challenging
+ UPGRADES! Who doesn't love upgrades?
+ Quick, fun, short game

Cons:
- Stages can be a bit long - wish there was a speed up button at times
- Mana is limited - Personal opinion, but I like to be able to max level my summons.
- Spells were a bit lacking

Would love to see a future expansion to this series!. Amazing visuals coupled with calm, yet interesting melodies.
A puzzle platformer with intuitive controls and some interesting game design.
Unfortunately, I couldn't get past the tutorial level and I honestly have no idea what I was doing wrong.
I went back and tried it again and got stuck in the same spot.
I'll update this if I can figure it out. :D
Even with the game breaking issue, I believe this game is GOING to be good.

https://youtu.be/H9SdF3L-B_E. There are a hole lot of jokes I could make here (sorry), but I'll simply say this.
The game actually runs. Very well, in fact.. I felt compelled to "100%" the game as much as possible (except for that last
achievement), but I was really unsatisfied when playing the game. Towards the end of the game I would basically have it on in
the background whilst doing something else.

Whilst it's not an awful TD game, there are much more satisfying ones out there that you should play first, hence the thumbs-
down.

Pros:

 You shoot lots of aliens, like in Alien Shooter 1 and 2.

 I quite like the constant-upkeep-reloading mechanic.
Cons:

 Lacking a lot of "basic" stuff you'd expect from a TD game: You can't see what enemy are coming where, you
just have to wait for them to turn up. If something is a suprise, i.e. sudden spurt of fast units you have to restart
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and then prepare accordingly. A big waste of time.

 The difficulty is really front loaded. Once you start to win on a map you just continue to win without much
effort. The same happens on the campaign map as well, really.

 The waves are often poorly balanced and you're just waiting aaaaaaages for them to come. Sometimes I wish I
could just summon all remaining waves at once -- I'd probably mush them all anyway.

 The (free, in-game) loot-box aspect is a bit annoying. There's still a few guns I'm "missing" and other than churn
there's no way to get them. It can also mess with the front-loaded difficult a bit as getting a better & cheaper gun
means you're suddenly more effective.

 Because of that there's a lot of grind.

 A lot of the weapons are poorly balanced. i.e. laser and freeze guns are always good, but sniper is only useful
near the end of the game with good guns.

 The final boss mission is a joke

 The game has 7 towers but only allows you to take 4 into a mission. Each tower has N many guns but only allows
you take 3 in. The limit is pointless and it just means you ignore 3 towers for most of the game, only to find out
that you unlock them all at the end anyway, so when re-doing the missions on harder difficulty you can use
everyone. It's not particularly easier to have everyone available, but it _is_ more fun. Also the weapon limit is
tedious, as sometimes you'd like to go in cheap and then upgrade, whereas other times you want to go in fully
upgraded and save a few bucks on initial placement, but you have to configure this per map. I'd prefer it per-
placement. It wouldn't effect the game, but it would be less tedious.

 There's not enough distinction between all the units. They LOOK different and FEEL different, but once you
start playing you realise you don't need to be that diverse, and most maps play out the same no matter what aliens
come for you.

 There's no much text, but what there is is a dodgy translation

 Interface is really poor. e.g. I wish you could see if the "auto buy ammo" option is on for an individual soldier
without having to select them, because going through all of the units to select them is really clunky and
haphazard, especially as one soldier's button overlay overlaps the next dude you want to select!

 The "towers" are represented as soldiers, with feet, but you can't move them :)

 The unit AI is sometimes awful and prioritises the wrong target, or chooses a target it doesn't have LOS to and
so wastes precious ammo.
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BEST WINDOWS GAME EVER!!!!! Great Way To Spend Your Freetime!. Ok First i like to say is that we have here a Early
Acces game what goes the same way like Minecraft before a few years at all start. Im really impressd what the developer team
behind this game do. I know its still at begining of all but what they do for the comunity is unic. For example they give all two
days a patch with new content or bugfixes what useres tell them in the comunity place. Look as compare what EA do with
costmars ^^ you buy Laggyfield 4 for 70 Euro (PS4 & Xone) and have just a few maps and you can buy for 50 Euro at lunch
day more. and as costomar you just a peace of♥♥♥♥♥♥for them. Im sorry for my english but i think you know what i mean.
And here at Solar System Conflict i see a yung developer team what like to creat with a strong comunity a big game that is made
for the Players and not thems wallet. Dear developers please continue that work =) I belive in you. What kind of game is this?
Not a gem, not by a long shot, but there are some good things here.

The sparse tags may be a little misleading, but this is actually a rogue-lite game. Death is basically your save mechanism. You're
expected to die and you'll do it a lot, and that's okay. When you die you keep your money and experience gained, so even
repeated garbage runs in the first floor aren't really a waste; you can take the time you need to get the hang of it (Not that there's
much of a learning curve, more like picking up on the game's little idiosyncracies over a few play sessions)

 The game employs a perk-tree system spread across three distinct playstyles, namely an assault marine with big guns, a nimbler
"assassin" with higher mobility and lighter weapons, and a specialist that uses the game's more unusual weapons more
effectively. In terms of the gameplay mechanics, it's not that adventurous but that's probably a good thing. There's at least some
fundamental design principles at work here.

Once you're in the main part of the game, that's where the issues start to arise. You move at a pace that's slow enough that I'm
pretty sure the character's feet are sliding on the floor, which also highlights some less-than-perfect animations. Frankly, not a
dealbreaker for what's obviously an indie title who's development staff can likely be counted on one hand. My biggest gripe has
to be the frankly broken reload, which is far too slow and seems unresponsive at times, with those times often while you're
being sprayed in the face with flames or pelted with enough plasma balls to put this game into bullet-hell territory.

Interestingly the slow movement speed and the erratic weapon spread are somewhat intentional, as the perk system does allow
you to mitigate the damage and move more quickly with appropriate perk choices. Nothing fixes the reloading mechanic
though.

The second thing is the weapon system, which divides the game's 50 or so guns across several categories. Weapons in the same
category share a common ammo pool, so bringing two pistols or two assault rifles is a mistake; you'll want to diversify.
(Amusingly, most of the guns are simply renamed real-world weapons. The starting assault rifle is an AK, for example. The
game's more unique weapons are in the special category, including a rather satisfying laser rifle)

Where the game shines is once you start getting into it a little, and you start enjoying the destruction on screen. Explosions occur
with EVERYTHING, which is itself a hazard and a tactical boon to you if used right. There are few things more satisfying that
clearing a room with one well-placed grenade, with said room exploding in a cascade so furious your computer seems to fail to
translate that into audio. I'd be lying if I said I wasn't having a little fun playing this game.

Overall, none of the problems it has really compromise its core design, so I'd say give it a try if you've got a dollar to spend. If
you're into other twin-stick-schmup games like Alien Shooter you'll feel right at home.. Amazing game if you have a stressful
job and you just need a few minutes to relax after a long day. Thanks for this great game!. Do not buy this DLC. It is a waste of
money. It promises a bunch of things but delivers on none of them. It's pretty, I'll admit, but the actual assets you get all suck.
The character creator pieces are only good if you want a bunch of people that look the same. Over-hyped. Save your money..
Gish is an olde-school indie platformer, back before it was "cool" and "hip" and "profitable" to be an indie developer. It shows
in some of the interface design. Still, the concept is sound, and well executed. Frankly, I could never get into it, though. Too
much time spent tooling around in the demo. 4/5 for effort.. The Gage Spec Ops pack does the exact same thing as the previous
mod packs, giving boosts to older guns to make them more attractive compared to newer and stronger weapons.

And like all those packs this does it well too... a bit too well but I'll talk about that later.

Firstly is the 2 Compact 5 Mods, the Spartan Stock which boosts Stability, and the Enlightened Foregrip boosts Accuracy and
Stability while nerfing Concealment, while this make the Compact a more attractive SMG, it still isn't topping anything and is
still pretty good to use, overall the Compact 5 won't change much, but is still a fun SMG with these mods.
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Secondly for sights we get 3, the Box Buddy Sight which is just a the Theia Magnified Scope from the Sniper Pack when it
comes to stats, the orignal sight for the JP36 which looks cool, but blocks too much of the screen to be considered useful, and
the Reconnaissance Sight which works the exact same way as the Theia at telling distance from a target, but works on Assault
Rifles as well, this makes it the best sight in the pack in my opinon, while the others are nice, they lack in comparison to the
Reconnaissance Sight.

Thirdly for Pistols we get 2 Mag Mods for the Crosskill and Interceptor Pistol respectively, again very nice buffs to older
weapons, but these pistols still won't hold much compared to the Sig 40 and Baby Deagle, but if you enjoy those 2 pistols, it's a
nice addtion to have.

Now for the intresting stuff!

Fourth we have a new Shotgun Barrel Extension called Donald's Horizontal Leveller, this increases damage, stability and lowers
concealment, however it tightens the spread of shotguns, this makes it a perfect mod for AA12s and other shotguns that want all
of their pellets to hit a close target, overall I love this Barrel Extension.

Fifth the IZHMA 12G gets 2 new mods, the Hollow Handle which increases concealment by 4, and the short barrel which also
increases concealment by 4, but lowers accuracy by 4 and stability by 4, this FINALLY buffs the IZHMA into an actual GOOD
gun, before it has always been a downgrade to the AA12 from the BBQ pack, but now this weapon is a fantastic Dodge Crit
weapon, I made a build which craps DPS onto enemies, I will share it later and trust me when I say, it does work... A LOT OF
WORK!

Lastly for mods we get the speed Pull Mag which increases the reload speed of your weapon by 100%, this works on nearly all
Rifles and SMGS with Mag mods and it works well... HOWEVER!
The JP36, UAR Rifle and Heather SMGs can use this as well despite having no Mag Mods, this makes 3 already good weapons
that require no DLC to be viable into monsters!

Next we have 4 Sidejobs, these require you to find 2 keys and crates on Certain heists, like for Rats day 1, and 2 have a key,
while 3 has a case, when you finish one, you get 1 mask, 1 pattern, 1 material, and 1 weapon part. The keys and cases are easy to
find, and even then so many guides are around to help!

When all jobs are finished you get a new Grenade Launcher, it's mag fed and very powerful! It's a straight upgrade from the
China Puff for armour players due to it's higher ammo, however the concealment is very low compared to the China Puff,
overall a great weapon!

The masks are all awesome, my personal fav is A.W.O.L, and I enjoy using all 4 masks, it's about time Overkill added masks
which I actually like for once.

Achievements aren't required to unlock anything which is good, and the new ones are nice addtions to the family, all 4 aren't
hard, but can be a nice challenge.

Overall this pack is good... too good... to be honest it's Borderline Pay2Win right now... and that's the first time I've said that
with any DLC because I often see a downside with certain DLCs.

Like the Sniper Pack introducing a new Playstyle that relays on teammates defending them, while they take out specials, and
new free Snipers being added, so in my eyes that DLC wasn't Pay2Win ever.

Or the BBQ pack having the powerful Molotovs, but losing the explosive power of grenades and the insta kill
javelins\/Axes\/Knifes can cause you to die, so again this DLC wasn't Pay2Win in my eyes.

Or the Ninja pack adding the powerful Lebensauger 308, while rendering DMRs useless, it falls on higher difficulties and was
only overpowered on Overkill and lets be honest, everything is overpowered on Overkill, so again this DLC in my eyes wasn't
Pay2Win.
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Or the other Mod Packs. The Gage Courier Pack which gave you tasks collecting Boxes, which prevents you just straight up
getting an Inf amount of Quad Stacks, not only that but most mods these days do the exact same, if not more then most mods in
that Pack.
As for the Butcher Mod pack, the mods in that doesn't add to much to make any guns OP or Broken, yes there are some that are
straight up stat boosts with 0 Downsides, but they are so small, it's hard to notice. Plus that pack is limited to Assault Rifles,
while the other mod packs give buffs to nearly every single weapon in the game.

So overall yea it's a fun pack, but some mods add so much and doesn't include any bad downsides... that is a good thing.. and
sadly a bad thing... hopefully Overkill doesn't add too mant crazy mods next time, again it's fun, but I shouldn't have to buy a
DLC to make my JP36 or IZHMA way more viable then before.
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